A new approach to drilling

Dr. William G. Buckman, Sr. and Zachary Pearl, Buckman Jet Drilling, Inc., USA and Dr. William C. Maurer, Maurer Engineering, USA, detail the production advantages that can be gained from the use of radial jet drilling.

Improved radial jet drilling (RJD) technology enables economical enhancements of both new and existing oil wells as indicated in recent worldwide publications. This article describes the current radial jet drilling process, the improved jet bits, tubular goods, new fluids, equipment and innovative methods used for enhancing oil/gas wells. The jet bit (bit) is the most crucial component of the jet drilling system.

Dickinson et al. in SPE 26348 used a procedure for reaming a large window in the casing and pushing the 1.25 in. coil tubing 25 to 150 ft into reservoirs to obtain enhancements of from 200 - 1000% in both light and heavy oil wells. Improvements depended on the reservoir and wellbore conditions. These jet drilled wells also had significantly less decline in production rates than traditional wells. With the development of better jet bits and flexible tubing that can withstand high pressures and can turn in a radius of less than 3 in., similar results can be achieved more economically.

Maurer also has considerable information on jet drilling in his book entitled “Advanced Drilling Techniques”. Buckman Jet Drilling, Inc. (BJD) has developed jet drilling systems that use coil tubing, as have most of the competition. The company has also developed a relatively inexpensive system that is operator friendly and uses similar procedures to routine drilling. This system uses a workover rig and 1 in. diameter high pressure straight tubing that can withstand pressures of up to 20 000 psi to jet drill laterals in both soft and hard rock. This workover rig system can be employed worldwide by thousands of operators using their workover rigs.

The radial jet drilling system

Figure 1 illustrates the drilling apparatus for RJD. For producing wells with typical jackpump apparatus, the jackpump, rods and tubing and bottom hole pump are removed from the well. A diverter (or shoe) is then placed onto the bottom of the production tubing and lowered to the depth of formation to be jet drilled. This diverter has a curved path to enable the jet bit and flexible hose to turn from going straight down the tubing in the well and to approximately 90° toward the oil/gas formation. A jet bit is attached to a 10 000 psi or higher pressure rated flexible hose that has the flexibility to pass through a typical 3 in. radius diverter path. One end of this flexible hose is attached to a high pressure fluid filter, which in turn is connected to either coiled tubing or straight tubing pipe conveying the high pressure fluid from the top of the wellbore down to the filter. This tubing conveys the high pressure fluid from the high pressure pump at the surface and through the tubing with the fluid passing sequentially through the flexible hose, the jet bit and...
Jet bit nozzle under pressure.
typically at rates of 100 ft/min. The coil tubing then conveys the high pressure fluid from the pump above ground down to the filter, which has its bottom connected to the flexible tubing. With high pressures and the coil bending at the top of the wellhead, the coil tubing will fatigue and have to be replaced after several cycles, depending upon the pressure and the amount of curvatures at the top of the wellhead. Using Flatpak™, where two coil tubings (duplex) are run at the same time, enables simple underbalanced jet drilling, monitoring of parameters such as temperature and pressure, and the mixing of fluids such as HCL and alkali to produce a hot acid to dissolve limestone and Dolomite (see Buckman patent #7 971 658). Unfortunately, the rental of coil tubing rigs can be very expensive and cost in excess of US$ 25 000 per day.

Radial jet drilling using ‘macaroni’ (straight pipe) tubing
A new jet drilling technique uses 1 in. diameter Macaroni tubing to replace coiled tubing as illustrated in Figure 7. The Macaroni tubing can be used with a PDM motor and milling bit to bore 1 in. holes in the casing. The tubing is retrieved to the surface and the flexible hose and jet bit are attached to the bottom of the tubing and then lowered so the bit passes downhole, through the diverter and drills a lateral. Due to the time it takes to trip the 1 in. tubing in and out of the wellbore, the Concept-5 system is employed to improve the efficiency. The basic operations are unchanged except the bottom of the tubing is connected to a high pressure transfer hose that travels with the pipe similar to traditional drilling techniques. A weight indicator is used on the workover unit to control the penetration rate into the formation. This method eliminates the high cost associated with coil tubing, lowers the upfront capital cost, significantly reduces the fatigue of high pressure tubing and provides higher pressures of up to 20 000 psi downhole to enable the jet bit to drill hard rock.

Fluids used in jet drilling
All jet drilling fluids pass through small jet bit orifices so a high pressure filter downhole is employed to prevent the fluid particles from plugging the orifices. Many different fluids and additives have been used over the past decades to jet drill. BJD uses 3% KCl in the fluid to reduce clay swelling in the reservoir and a friction reducer to reduce the pressure loss in the tubulars. Recent experiments with UltraFrac™ by Earthbornclean to replace hydrochloric acid have been very encouraging. It has performed as well or better than HCL, is earth friendly, safe and does not deteriorate the pumping equipment.

Some examples of enhancements provided by radial jet drilling
This jet drilling technology has been used by KOS Energy (now Petrobore Energy) in many uncased wells and hundreds of laterals have been performed. Many wells in Kentucky are shallow and uncased. One can readily, in one day, perform five levels of eight laterals at each level for a total of forty laterals in one day.

Some enhancements are as follows:
- Smith #1 Big Lime gas well was initially producing 10 000 ft³ per day and zero oil. After jet drilling 16 laterals with lengths of about 30 ft each, the gas production increased to 120 000 ft³ per day and 2 bbls. of oil. After choking the gas to 80 000 ft³ with 220 psi of wellhead pressure, the well continues to produce.
- Russell #2 was an abandoned well in the 1980s producing only 1 bpd. After jet drilling 12 laterals with lengths of 48 ft each, the initial production went to 20 bpd and has since decreased to approximately 12 bpd.
- Barnes #4 was a tight Warsaw well. Initial production was zero bpd and after drilling 60 laterals with average lengths of 8 ft, the production was only 1 bpd.
- Tarter #2 was a Corniferous well without production. After drilling 16 laterals with average lengths of 12 ft, the production was 14 bpd.
- Carl Hill was a non producer. Twelve 12 ft laterals increased production to 20 bpd and then production declined to 12 bpd. Then an adjacent frac damaged all wells in that region.
- WES of Hays, Kansas. On December 10, 2012 a well in Rice County, Kansas was producing 7 bpd. After drilling three laterals using 660 gal. of Ultrafrac per lateral, the well initially produced 30 bpd and has now settled at current rate of 15 bpd.
- Shanghai Witsun reports enhancements of over 200% in the Shengli and Jiangsu oilfields in China.³

Conclusion
Improved RJD technology is enabling more economical enhancements of both new and older wells.  
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**Figure 6.** A sample piece of 4 ½ in. casing with multiple 1 in. holes milled with the BJD case cutting system.

**Figure 7.** Typical workover rigs can now be used to deploy RJD technology.
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The heart of the BJD system is the patented jet bit Rock Scorpion™ which swirls the fluid ahead of the bit allowing the bit to drill much harder rock at rates up to 10 times faster than competitor jet bits.

The Rock Scorpion™ has the potential to revolutionize lateral jet-drilled completions. Our jet bit has an economic impact in the drilling and well-services industry similar to that of the roller cone bits in the 1930s and PDC bits in the 1980s.